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Lesson 1: Defying Gravity I1

Before You Read 

1.   What is gravity? Do you know how gravity works? In pairs, discuss what you know about 
gravity. You may begin your sentence with the following examples:

a.  Gravity is caused by...
b. Because there is gravity, objects are...
c. Without gravity...

2.   Pair up with a classmate. Give some examples of man-made objects, real or imaginary, as 
well as animals that defy gravity. You probably have seen them in movies, comic books or 
TV shows. Give at least three examples each and write down your answers in the box below. 

Student A Student B

Lesson 1 In this lesson, you are going to learn 
about what supply and demand are, 
and some ways to consider the key 
roles they play in market economies. 

Defying Gravity I
• Scientists believe they have come up with a 

solution to reduce dangers that can arise from 
massive gravity faced by jet-fighter pilots. The 
article that follows will introduce a G-suit 
named the Libelle.
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Reading
Defying Gravity I

by Michael Behar

5

10

Col. Hank Morrow, commander of the 149th Fighter Wing of the Texas Air National 
Guard, has been flying for more than two decades. In that time, he has seen aircraft push 
the high-performance envelope: planes today are so fast and nimble that standard evasive 
maneuvers can add nine times the weight of gravity, or nine g's, to the mass of a pilot's 
body. That amount of force causes fatigue, blackouts, even death as gravity drives blood 
and oxygen from the brain, lungs and heart. G-suits are supposed to protect pilots by filling 
with compressed air and squeezing the lower extremities to shove bodily fluids upward. Yet 
G-suit technology has stagnated for almost half a century, while rapid innovations in aircraft 
design have put many pilots at the mercy of their machines. All that could change if the air 
force chooses to outfit its aviators with a revolutionary liquid-filled G-suit called the Libelle.

15

The suit is the brainchild of Andreas Reinhard, a former Swiss Air Force fighter pilot 
turned inventor and founder of Life Support Systems, a company he launched in 1996 to 
develop the Libelle. Instead of using air, the Libelle forms a liquid barrier around the pilot, 
much like a baby is protected in the womb. Morrow recently tested the suit at Edwards Air 
Force Base in California and was so ecstatic with the results that he told the members of the 
Libelle team he would write them a personal check on the spot if they would sell him one.

20
Reinhard says he first got the idea for the Libelle— the German word for “dragonfly”—in 
1987, when he was still in the Swiss Air Force. He was inspired by the dragonfly because 
it is the only animal that can withstand 30 g's of force, because its cardiac system is encased 
in liquid. “After a dogfight training session, I was extremely exhausted,” he recalls. “I 
imagined filling the whole cockpit with a fluid that had the same viscosity and density of 
blood.”

25

30

In crafting the Libelle, Reinhard revived a concept developed in the 1940s, when antigravity 
suits first appeared. The first suit was developed in Canada by Wilbur Franks of the 
University of Toronto. Franks found that when he suspended glass test tubes in water, 
they didn't break in the centrifuge. He applied this observation to a crude prototype suit by 
sandwiching a layer of water between two rubber panels. Later he devised a workable suit 
with air bladders; his basic design is more or less identical to what pilots currently use.
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35

In seeking to improve today's suits, one of the first challenges for Reinhard and his engineers 
was to find a liquid that could absorb g forces but that was nontoxic and nonflammable. 
After making several prototype suits, including one filled with silicone (“like what's in 
breast implants,” Reinhard notes), the team settled on distilled water spiked with a secret 
“special material” that prevents the Libelle from freezing should the pilot eject at high 
altitudes. The liquid—housed in two-inch-wide channels that run the length of the arms, 
legs and torso—is harmless enough to drink, even serving as an emergency ration for a 
downed pilot, Reinhard says.

40

45

Another task was finding a fabric that could dynamically respond to sudden changes in 
gravity. “We had to cover the whole body with a material that wouldn't stretch under 
pressure,” Reinhard remarks. “At the same time, the suit had to be flexible so the pilots 
could move.” After unsuccessfully searching fabric mills, the Libelle's engineers decided to 
make their own material. They devised a hybrid weave, blending Du Pont's flame-resistant 
Nomex fabric with tough Kevlar aramid fibers, that is “rigid on the horizontal axis but 
flexible vertically.” (continued in Lesson 2)

This article was written by Michael Behar, posted in Scientific American, May 2002, issue 
#3.

After You Read 
1. The following is a list showing the main idea of each paragraph in the article. Go through 

the main ideas first and match them with the paragraphs. If you are not sure, skim through 
the article again, but do not read in detail. Note: the main idea is included in the topic 
sentence, which is often the first sentence of a paragraph.

Main Ideas Paragraph

a. The G-suit is filled with a special kind of liquid instead of air.

b. New technology is based on a concept more than half a century old.

c. The inventor seeks the right hybrid fabric; one that can withstand strong 
gravity change.

d. G-suit technology, despite stagnation, could help aviators perform their tasks 
better.

e. The G-suit inventor explains how his idea originated.

f. The inventor tries to find the right hybrid fluid for the G-suit.
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2.  Review the article and complete the blanks in the following sentences.

a. Planes today are so fast that standard evasive  can add nine g’s to the 
mass of a pilot’s body.

b. G-suit technology has  for almost half a century, while rapid innovations 
in aircraft design have put many pilots  of their machines.

c. Instead of using air, the Libelle forms a  around the pilot, much like a 
baby is protected in the womb.

d. Reinhard was inspired by the  because it is the only animal that can 
withstand 30 g’s of force; its  system is encased in liquid.

e. In seeking to improve today’s suits, the first challenge was to find a liquid that could 
 g forces but that was nontoxic and nonflammable.

General Vocabulary
This vocabulary is used for general purposes. 

gravity n
the force that makes any two objects that have mass move towards each 
other

stagnate v to stay the same without growing or developing

at the mercy of adv
ph

in a situation that is controlled by someone or something with the 
power to harm you

suspend v to hang something from something else

identical a exactly the same

absorb v to take in a gas, liquid, or other substance

ESP Vocabulary
This vocabulary is commonly used in the field of general engineering.

maneuver n a movement that you have to make with care or skill

brainchild n a clever system, organization, or plan that someone thinks of and develops

viscosity n the thick and sticky quality of a liquid
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centrifuge n

a machine that uses centrifugal force (moving away from the center) to 
separate heavier substances from lighter ones by spinning them around in a 
container

silicone n
a substance formed through a chemical process from silicon and other 
substances, used for making many different things

devise v to invent or figure out a new way of doing something

hybrid n a mixture of different things or styles

Vocabulary Practice
Fill in the blanks with the words from the box. Make changes if necessary.

hybrid stagnate devise maneuver

identical at the mercy of suspend viscosity

1. The  of blood is greater than that of water.
2. Even the fastest growing economy will sometimes appear to .
3. Consumers are  merchants in terms of pricing.
4. Aiming to win an Olympics gold medal, our national athletic team has  a 

new training program.
5. I can barely tell the twins apart; they look .
6. The fighter jets practiced complicated  over the air base.
7. Many households in Taiwan have a fan  from the living-room ceiling.
8. The architect’s designs are a  of Western and Asian styles.

Corpus Tutorial: Just The Word
How to use the corpus Just The Word to facilitate your usage of common collocations:
Follow the step-by-step instructions to find the verbs that frequently collocate with the noun 
gravity.

Step 1: Go to http://193.133.140.102/JustTheWord/ in your web browser, and you will see 

the homepage.
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Step 2: To match our lesson title, let’s key in gravity and hit Combinations.

Step 3: A list of combination words is shown.

Step 4: From the list, you can choose a collocation, or word combination, and then learn 

more about it. What a coincidence that our lesson title is at the top of the list! Let’s choose 

defy gravity. The V obj N* link before our collocation gives you a verb with the noun as its 

object, which is the word defy in this case. Click V obj N*.
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Step 5: After clicking the V obj N* link, you get the following results.

Step 6: The bar indicates frequency. The longer it is, the more common the collocation is. 

From the results above, we know defy gravity is the most frequently seen collocation.

Step 7: Repeat the previous steps to find other collocations.

Exercise 1
To devise means to plan or invent. Use Just the Word to find out what thing or object is most 
commonly devised. Hint: look for the V* obj N link. 

1. Look at your search results for devise and write down the three most frequently used 
combinations of devise + object.

Searched Word Object

devise +

1.

2.

3.
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2. Devise can also be used with prepositions. When used with a preposition, devise is an 
intransitive verb or in passive voice. Now let’s find out what prepositions most often go 
with devise. Hint: look for the V* ADV link.

Searched Word Prepositions

devise +

1.

2.

3.

Good job! You have just reviewed the basic search techniques of a corpus. Although layouts 
and designs of corpora vary, the search results will contain similar elements. You can try 
doing searches for other vocabulary in this lesson, and see how they interact with other 
words.

Exercise 2
After practicing searches for the usage of devise, let’s make a sentence with the following 
collocation styles.
1. devise + object
____________________________________________________________________________________.
2. devise + preposition
____________________________________________________________________________________.

Language Focus
In this section, you will learn more about the use of two terms presented in this lesson. 

1. (something) put (something) at the mercy of
This phrase means “completely in the power or under the control of.” The sentence from the 
article is:

   G-suit technology has stagnated for almost half a century, while rapid 
innovations in aircraft design have put many pilots at the mercy of their 
machines.

This sentence tells us that G-suit technology has not progressed for nearly 50 years, while 
aircraft design has undergone many innovations. This leaves many pilots vulnerable 
because they can only wear outdated outfits that no longer keep up with the development 
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of new airplanes. This sentence can also be written as: Many pilots are at the mercy of
their machines, because G-suit technology has not progressed for 50 years. Here is another 
example using the phrase.

   Poor maintenance of subway trains puts commuters (who take them every day) 
at the mercy of the train drivers.

Exercise
Now combine the following sentences into one that contains at the mercy of.

a. Airplane pilots are in charge of flying.
b. Passengers take airplanes.

– Passengers

a. Science cannot accurately predict earthquakes.
b. Mankind inhabits the earth.
c. Only Mother Nature knows when the next tremor will strike.

– Earthquakes

2. (occupation A) turned (occupation B)
Usually used in an appositive, ...turned... means someone has switched from a previous 
profession, career, or title, to their current one. The example sentence from the article is:

   The suit is the brainchild of Andreas Reinhard, a former Swiss Air Force fighter 
pilot turned inventor and founder of Life Support Systems, a company he 
launched in 1996 to develop the Libelle. (line 13)

In other words, Andreas Reinhard was once a pilot, and later became an inventor. He 
founded Life Support Systems after he became an inventor. The appositive (the part of the 
sentence between the two commas) indicates Mr. Reinhard’s career shift. Here is another 
example.

   Mr. Kennedy, a former salesperson turned professor, teaches marketing at 
NCKU.
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Exercise
Now combine the following sentences into one that contains turned.

a. My brother was once a scientist.
b. My brother is now a airplane pilot.
c. My brother is a very responsible person.

– My brother,

a. Mrs. Smith worked as a business consultant until 2003.
b. In 2004, Mrs. Smith quit her job and opened a restaurant.
c. Mrs. Smith enjoys running her business now.

– Mrs. Smith,

Task
Pair Work
In this lesson, we learned that the G-suit helps pilots defy gravity by having a silicone-filled 
lining and using a hybrid weave. Pair with a classmate, and from the article find out (1) how 
these two innovations help reduce g force, (2) where the inventor’s ideas came from.

Silicone

Hybrid Weave
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Presentation
Besides the G-suit, there are other man-made objects that help people defy gravity. Form groups 
of three and discuss what object you would like to focus on. Give a five-minute presentation 
detailing the following:

1. What is the object and when was it invented?

2. What methods or materials does this object use to resist gravitational pull?

3. Where did the original idea of this object come from? (For example, the G-suit was 
inspired by the dragonfly.)

4. What are the possible applications of this object in daily life?
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